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Abstract
Any banking activity involves a certain level of risk. Regardless of the fact that risk has always been present in
banks, active risk management in conventional banking started only in the 1990s, specially after the collapse of
Barings PLC, the bank with more than 200-year-old tradition, while such practice is still underdeveloped in
Islamic (interest-free) banking whose practical implementation in the world started only in the 1970s. However,
in the times of the recent sub-prime mortgage crisis and a large number of collapses and near collapses,
multibillion losses and write-offs all banks, whether conventional or Islamic, saw the necessity for active risk
management. Specific features of banks in Bosnia and Herzegovina and their way of managing risks are
conditioned by a particular legal framework. This framework regulates primarily the conventional banks, but it
indirectly affects the Islamic bank as well, since it does not allow the bank to offer all types of products and
services which are generally present in Islamic banking. Since, to our knowledge, not a single specific
comparative research into conventional and Islamic banks has been done in this part of the world, the aim of this
paper is to provide an insight into risk management practiced by BiH banks, and to determine the dependence of
their financial performance on the process of active risk management.
Keywords: risk management, conventional banks, Islamic bank(s), Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH)
1. Introduction
The meaning of the word “risk” (Arab “mukhatarah”) has changed over the years. Understanding the true
meaning of risk and its basic components took a lot of time and efforts. Risk is defined as the situation which
includes the probability of diverging from the paths that lead to the expected or common result (E. Vaughan & T.
Vaughan, 1999). In simple terms, it is a probability that the events shall happen, which are opposite of expected,
in the respect that such divergence can be positive (upside) and negative (downside). The upside risk is desirable
but rarely possible in everyday life. Conversely, the risk component from which both individuals and
organization want to protect and, if possible, manage it actively is the downside risk.
In its business activities, a bank and its managers constantly and inevitably face a growing number of risks, out
of which the most common are: credit, liquidity, market, and operational risks. However, there are some
differences in terms of kinds and span of certain risk types when it comes to the conventional and Islamic
banking. Nowadays, there is a large number of new types of risk that all financial institutions face. The basic
feature of all their risks is the constant increase in the intensity of the emergence of the existing risks as well as
the appearance of new, so far unknown, types of risks. There are several basic factors leading to these processes
such as: increased volatility of financial markets, globalization and increased competition in financial markets,
financial innovations and “drop” of traditional banking business practice, and regulatory environment of
financial institutions, especially banks (Iqbal & Mirakhor, 2009).
Risk management is a part of business policy of every bank. In order to appropriately implement the active risk
management process, it is necessary to observe the process through some of its successive stages that differ
when it comes to the conventional and Islamic banking. However, a comprehensive process of risk management
in all financial institutions should include the following components: establishment of appropriate environment
for risk management, finding appropriate “mitigators” of risk, risk measures, and appropriate internal controls
(Khan & Ahmed, 2001).
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Globalization of business activities conducted by financial institutions, as well as negative consequences of the
former financial crises round the world contributed to the growing need for the development of methods and/or
models for risk management, which are on the increase lately.
As far as BiH banks are concerned, the field of their risk management practices is almost completely unexplored.
On the one hand, the fact is that the financial system in BiH is not developed in terms of the variety of not only
financial institutions but also of financial instruments. On the other hand, it is also known that most of BiH banks
are basically subsidiaries of large EU banks and, consequently, some of them started to implement the Basel II
standards before the official date posed by the Central bank of BiH (the end of 2008) in order to meet their
parent banks’ requirements. In addition, one of BiH banks operates on the principles of Islamic banking and it is
the only Islamic bank in Southeastern Europe. However, similarities and differences between the BiH Islamic
bank’s risk management practice and risk management practices of other BiH banks (i.e. conventional) are still
unknown. Accordingly, the aim of this study is to investigate the practice of risk management techniques in BiH
banking sector and to make the comparison between several conventional banks and one Islamic bank.
2. Literature Review
Considering the relevant literature, it seems that the comparative analysis of risk management in conventional
and Islamic banks has been the subject of research of a certain number of scientists worldwide only since the
beginning of the 21st century, especially since the outbreak of the global financial crisis.
Tafri, Rahman, and Omar (2011) conducted a survey whose main objective was to examine the current practices
and future trends in risk management methodologies of Islamic and commercial banks in Malaysia and selected
Islamic banks outside Malaysia. In particular, the authors wanted to identify the methods and tools used in
managing market, credit, and operational risk among Islamic and conventional banks, as well as to answer the
question of whether there is a convergence in the practice of risk management and risk mitigation between
Islamic and conventional banking systems, especially with regard to the major risks. The findings in the study
suggested that there are significant differences between Islamic and conventional banks in the extent of usage of:
market Value-at-Risk (VaR), stress testing results, credit risk mitigation methods, and operational risk
management tools. As the majority of Islamic banks are still in the early phase of operational risk management
implementation, these tools are not extensively used by the Islamic banks, relative to conventional banks. In the
case of stress testing, it was concluded that currently there is no uniform approach regarding the types of stress
testing undertaken, its frequency, or actions taken in response to the results; by implication, more work should be
done in defining standards for stress testing. Therefore, it could have been concluded that there is no
convergence in the use of risk management tools between Islamic and conventional banks; this could possibly be
due to the different nature of the banks and also the lack of tools which are non-riba based (interest-free) and
Shari’ah (Islamic law) compliant. The evidence also suggests that risk management tools and systems for
Islamic banking are seen as inadequate, particularly in the critical areas of: “IT professionals with relevant
expertise in the process integration and risk analytics”, “IT systems to cater for each Islamic instrument”, and the
“capacity of human capital in the highly technical areas of risk measurement”. This implied that more
innovations and product developments are needed for Islamic banking in managing risks.
A comparison of conventional and Islamic banks in Pakistan in terms of risk management was made by Nazir,
Daniel, and Nawaz (2012). Using a questionnaire survey method, they found that Pakistani banks are efficient in
credit risk analysis, risk monitoring, and understanding the risk in the most significant variables of risk
management. Moreover, there is a significant difference in risk management practices of the Islamic and
conventional banks of Pakistan. It was suggested in the study that Islamic and conventional banks should be
different in credit risk analysis. But due to little innovation in credit risk assessment in Islamic banks, most
Islamic banks have adopted the same procedure that is adopted by the conventional banks.
As far as credit risk is concerned, Boumediene (2011) explored the assertion that Islamic banks have higher
levels of credit risk (the risk of counterparty failure) than their counterparts in conventional finance, based on the
fact that Islamic banks do not have the appropriate risk management tools to deal with such risk. The author gave
definitions, methods for identification, and methods for management of credit risk for the following Islamic
financial tools: musharakah (joint venture), mudarabah (sell at a profit, profit-sharing), istisna’ (object deferred
sale), salam (pre-paid sale), ijarah (lease), and murabahah (cost-plus or mark-up sale). The risk was then
calculated for nine Islamic banks and nine conventional banks using the contingent claims analysis (CCA).
Merton’s model, based on Black and Scholes’s option pricing formula, was used to measure the
distance-to-default (DD) and the default probability (DP) from 2005 to 2009. The Islamic banks had a mean
distance-to-default of 204, significantly higher than conventional banks (DD=15). The mean default probabilities
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were 0.03 and 0.05, respectively. Cumulative logistic probability distributions were then used to derive default
probability from distance-to-default. These results were more satisfying: the distribution of default probability
had larger tails, responding to the criticism of the use of a normal distribution. In other words, it was empirically
demonstrated that Islamic banks have a lower credit risk than conventional banks.
Furthermore, Abdullah, Shahimi, and Ismail (2011) assessed key issues in measurement and management of
operational risk in Malaysian Islamic banks. They suggested that several issues around risk still need to be
clarified and addressed further. The fact that there is a variety and unique nature of financing and investment
activities of Islamic banks, each one having its’ own risk characteristics, affects both sides of the bank’s balance
sheet. While basic Basel core principles of effective banking supervision apply equally well and ideally suit
Islamic banking institutions, risk measurement and risk management practices still need specific adaptations to
Islamic banks’ operational characteristics. These particularities highlighted the unique characteristics of Islamic
banks and raised serious concerns regarding the applicability of the Basel II methodology to Islamic banks. This
will set the stage for adopting more advanced capital measurement approaches as envisaged in Basel II, but
tailored to the specific operational characteristics of Islamic banks.
Besides that, Anam, Hasan, Huda, Uddin, and Hossain (2012) conducted a comparative study between
conventional and Islamic banks of Bangladesh in perspective of liquidity risk management (LRM). The
researchers assessed the extent of liquidity risk associated with these institutions and evaluated the concurrent
LRM. They tried to investigate the significance of bank’s size, net working capital, return on equity, capital
adequacy, and return on assets on LRM. Secondary data had been the major stimulus of the research covering
five year period 2006-2010. A model estimation to predict the liquidity risk level was proven to be successful for
Islamic banks, but the module failed to generate the desired result in case of conventional banks. Moreover, net
working capital in case of conventional banks and size of the business in case of Islamic banks was found to be
positive and significant at 5% significance level.
Hussein (2010) investigated the behavior of four key bank-level stability factors, as follows: liquidity, capital,
risk-taking, and consumer confidence, in both Islamic and conventional banks that operate in the same market.
Using a fixed effect for a sample of 194 banks of Gulf Cooperation Countries (GCC) between 2000 and 2007,
the author found that liquidity is not determined by the bank’s product mix but rather attributed to systematic
factors. However, nonperforming assets (representing loans to sub-prime borrowers) have a positive and
significant relationship with liquidity, implying that during the crisis Islamic banks tend to take stringent risk
strategies compared to conventional banks. Furthermore, Islamic banks generally tend to provide higher
consumer confidence levels as they were more capitalized than conventional banks, although conventional banks
carried higher averages of liquidity compared to Islamic banks. Consumer confidence levels or depositors’
discipline as assessed by deposits and customer funding over total liabilities generally appear to be higher in
Islamic banks than conventional banks in GCC.
The above literature of all the past studies figured out the risk management practices adopted by different types
of banks from all over the world. There are different types of risk faced by different types of banks. This study is
conducted to explore the risk management practices in BiH adopted by the conventional and Islamic banks and
try to figure out the difference of adoption of several aspects such as risk identification, risk analysis and
evaluation, core approach to managing risks (active/passive), hedging instruments, etc.
3. Theoretical Background
The raison d’être of risk management consists of the following elements: first, identification and evaluation of
risk is made, and then the users of appropriate banking products and/or service are charged with the risk price,
whereby one portion of the collected price is set aside into the reserves and shareholding capital of a bank. After
that it is necessary to break even the expected losses from the reserves and the unexpected losses from the bank’s
capital and form the risk-adjusted capital (economic capital) and perform risk monitoring by a special
department at the bank.
However, there are certain differences when analyzing the expected loss for conventional and Islamic banks.
Actually, such differences appear in the way of breaking even the loss, caused by different types of products and
services which these banks offer to their clients. In a conventional bank (see Figure 1), the expected loss is
broken even from the profit made by a bank in that period; the unexpected loss is to a certain extent broken even
from the bank capital while the amount above that level is refunded from the insurance or the bank accepts
bankruptcy.
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Frequency of losses

Unexpected losses from
credit, market, and operational risks
Expected
losses

Size of losses
Income

Insurance

Capital

Figure 1. Sustaining losses in conventional banks
Source: Khan, 2004.

Islamic banks break even the expected loss from the provision income, the unexpected loss, to a certain of
reliability, is refunded from the Profit Sharing Investment Accounts (provided that the unexpected loss was a
result of investment into Profit Sharing Investment Accounts) or from the bank capital (provided that the
unexpected loss was a result of other bank activities), while above that level the insurance, that is takaful, is
accepted (Figure 2).

Frequency of losses

Unexpected losses from PSIA financed
assets
Unexpected losses from current account and
capital financed assets

Expected
losses

Size of losses
Provisions from
income

PSIA, capital
and PER

Capital and
IRR

Takaful

Figure 2. Sustaining losses in Islamic banks
Notes: PSIA - Profit Sharing Investment Accounts; PER - Profit Equalization Reserve; IRR - Investment Risk Reserve.
Source: Khan, 2004.

Furthermore, due to their constant change and mutual interactions, it would be impossible to cover all types of
risk that banks, whether conventional or Islamic, face. We believe that risks in conventional banks, due to
analytical reasons, can be divided into some of the following types of risk:
 market risk,
 credit risk,
 liquidity risk,
 operational risk, and
 other types of banking risks.
Market risk appears in trading or investing into the instruments of assets and liabilities due to the change in
interest rates, exchange rates or securities’ prices (Šverko, 2002). Credit risk is the risk of potential debtors/loan
applicants or other related persons that did not fulfill their contract obligations to the bank. Liquidity risk is the
risk to which present and future earnings are exposed, as well as the bank capital. It appears due to the failure of
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bank to fulfill
f
its obliigations when
n they maturee without the appearance of
o unacceptabble risks or ccosts.
Operationaal risk is relateed to the possib
bility of negative effects on the financial result
r
and bankk capital, which are
the conseqquences of em
mployees’ neg
gligence, inapppropriate inteernal procedurres and processses, inapproppriate
managemeent of informattion and other systems, or thhey appear as a result of unp
predictable external events. O
Other
types of risk in conventiional banks incclude: bank exxposure risk (too clients or oth
her banks), invvestment risk, legal
risk, strateegic risk, and ccountry risk.
Besides most
m
of the rissks faced by conventional
c
bbanks (such ass one part of credit, markeet, operational,, and
liquidity risk),
r
Islamic banks have special types of risk that are specific to their businness operationns in
compliancce with Shari’aah. In Islamic banking,
b
all typpes of risk cann be divided ass follows:
 financiall risk,
 businesss risk,
 treasury risk,
 managem
ment risk, and
 other typpes of risk in Islamic banks.
One of thee basic types oof risk faced by
b Islamic bankks is the finanncial risk. Its result
r
is a direcct financial losss on
the bank assets
a
and liabiilities. Businesss risks appearr due to variouus macroecono
omic and politiical conditionss, but
also due too insolvency w
which is a resu
ult of the lack of resources for
f the continu
uation of businness activities.. The
treasury riisk includes tthe risks that appear in thhe managemennt of Islamic bank financial resources: cash
managemeent, ownershipp managementt, short-term liquidity manaagement, as well as bank asssets and liabiilities
managemeent. “Managem
ment risk is related
r
to the risk that apppears due to unsuccessful
u
b
bank
managem
ment,
negligencee in running business and fu
ulfilling contraact obligationss, as well as du
ue to weak internal and extternal
institutionaal environmennt, including th
he legal risk ass well, when banks
b
cannot implement
i
theiir contracts” (IIqbal
& Mirakhor, 2009). Apart from thesee types of riskk, Islamic bankks have other types of risk specific to ceertain
products offered
o
by thesse banks. Such
h risks appear only when cerrtain business activities are not performedd in a
way whichh is expected inn Islamic bank
ks.
Islamic baanks have some risks that aree identical to tthe risks facedd by convention
nal banks. How
wever, these bbanks
are exposeed to some speecific risks. Th
he ratio of certaain types of shhared vs. uniqu
ue risks for botth types of bannks is
illustrated on Figure 3.
Islamic banks' types of
o risk
100
80
60
40
20
0

shared
unique

d and unique riisks in convenntional and Islaamic banks
Fiigure 3. Shared
Source: Khann & Ahmed, 2001.

Despite diifferent views regarding the number and sppan of the stagges of active risk
r managemeent in conventtional
banks, fouur basic stages of this processs can be isolateed (Kozarević,, 2009):
 risk idenntification,
 risk evalluation,
 selectionn of method foor risk managem
ment, and
 implemeentation and reesult assessmen
nt.
Risk identification is thee first step in th
he entire proceess of active risk managemen
nt. It includes the comprehennsion
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of potential losses based on the total exposure to various types of risk. Risk evaluation assesses potential losses
in such a way that it determines the probability of their appearance in a certain period of time, assesses their
possible size, and finally ranks potential losses by means of importance. The selection of method for risk
management is made on the basis of the probability and size of the identified potential losses. One can select one
of the risk management methods, but also several of them in combination. After determining the method by
which one wants to manage risks, what follows is the creation and implementation of measures. The control of
the implemented risk management methods, as well as the assessment of the results obtained, must be performed
periodically due to changeable conditions and circumstances in which banks operate, which were considered
during the result assessment.
In terms of Islamic banks, the system for risk management in these banks includes several successive stages as
follows:
 risk identification,
 risk and capital quantification,
 gathering or grouping similar risks,
 previous controls, and
 risk monitoring.
As conventional banks, Islamic banks have risk identification as the initial stage of the process of risk
management. This stage should provide the size of a possible loss of the bank on the basis of exposure to all
types of risk. However, Islamic bank have a task that is much more difficult than for conventional banks, since
they are exposed to specific types of risk as well, that are generated by their special ways of financing. After the
identification of all types of risk, they need to be quantified. This means that for each type of risk one should
determine the highest possible loss caused by it, and use it as the basis for making the necessary reserves from
the basic capital of the bank. This is an extremely significant stage in Islamic banks due to the fact that they are
exposed to a wide spectrum of risks. This is why the risks frequently need to be divided into certain groups with
the same or similar characteristics. Previous controls are necessary so as to check whether the conditions have
been made for the execution of each stage of risk management, failure of which requires certain measures to be
taken so that all involved in a certain stage of this process have the appropriate work conditions. Since the
process of risk management is continuous and it is per se constantly repeated, permanent monitoring needs to be
made so as to ensure that all the stages of the process run without halts or difficulties.
Specially, since the mid 1980s numerous models and ways for risk management have been developed. They are
mainly based on the concept of loss probability distribution, meaning the change in the bank portfolio value.
There are different ways for risk management in conventional banking, among which the most used one is the so
called value at risk concept (more known under the acronym VaR). Other risk management methods also
include: expected loss concept (EL), conditional value at risk concept (CVaR), stress-testing, and backtesting.
VaR is actually a statistical measure of bank’s probable losses that emerge as a result of usual market changes.
That is the maximum loss that can appear at a given level of tolerance in a specific time interval. The EL concept
is based on determining the expected loss provided that some unpredicted circumstances appear. If VaR is
exceeded, some banks can have different expected losses with the same VaR, which then lead to a new risk
measure, the so called CVaR. The simplest explanation of the conditional value at risk is that it represents the
expected final loss if VaR is crossed, and it is a better risk measure that VaR, but also more complicated as it
requires the assessment of the total distribution of bank losses, etc.
Although risk identification is rather developed in Islamic banks, techniques and models for risk assessment and
management are still insufficiently developed or only beginning to develop. One of the quantitative methods of
risk measurement suggested by Islamic banking experts is similar to the VaR model in conventional banks.
According to this method, the risk of investors in Islamic banks can be quantified by the assessment of profit
exposed to risk (Profit at Risk - PaR), which is based on the historical profit and return volatility.
As all banks face a large spectrum or risks, whose intensity has been constantly increased, banks started
introducing certain banking products in their business activities. These products help them in protection against
risk, as well as in the decrease of negative consequences caused by a certain risk in bank business operations.
Each of these risk protection products can lower a specific type of risk to a certain level, while almost none of
them can fully eliminate all types of risk. Some of the banking products mostly used in banks for protection
against risk are as follow (Rose & Hudgins, 2005):
 bank loans securitization,
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 selling loans off-balance,
 standby letters of credit, and
 credit derivatives such as
• credit exchange,
• credit options,
• exchange of credit defaults,
• credit related bills of exchange and
• collateralized debt obligations.
However, the abovementioned financial instruments are not entirely allowed in Islamic banking. Actually, only
certain modalities of these products are allowed, as they do not comply with the principles of Shari’ah which are
obligatory for banking business operations.
4. Methodology
The financial system of BiH is, in the proper sense of the word, bank-centric. For many years over 80% of the
assets of all the financial institutions in BiH belong to the banks. The organized financial market has functioned
only since mid 2001 in the form of Sarajevo (SASE) and Banjaluka Stock Exchanges (BLSE). However, daily
turnovers of these stock exchanges are on average BAM 200 thousand, and the trade is mainly in common
stocks, with a low share of municipal bonds, bonds of the Ministry of Finance, corporate bonds, etc. Besides
that, the banks in BiH, totaling to 28 out of which one bank is under temporary administration (Postbank BH)
and two are the entity development banks (the Federation of BiH Development Bank and the Republic of Srpska
Investment-Development Bank) are primarily conventional banks. Practically, they are non-transparent financial
institutions which they mainly use as an “excuse” for their indifference to academic research.
Although risk management has been present in most banks ever since they were established, there are still many
problems the banks in BiH meet, which make their risk management more difficult. This is especially true for
the Islamic bank, Bosna Bank International (BBI) for which the legal regulations have still not been made, which
would allow for all the aspects of the Islamic banking. BBI was established in 2000 by the Islamic Development
Bank, Dubai Islamic Bank, and Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank, with the aim of introducing Islamic banking on the
territory of Southeastern Europe. This is the only Islamic bank which operates in BiH, but in fact it is only a
“hybrid” Islamic bank as the existing laws on banks in BiH entities - Bosnia and Herzegovina Federation (F
BiH) and Republic of Srpska (RS) - allow for Islamic banking to be applied only in a very small capacity.
However, the Law on Banks in F BiH is currently subject to amendments, and one of the provisions insisted
upon by the Banks Association of BiH is that the banks are allowed to “use in their business activities the
products based on partnership and buying and selling with a margin, but only for the purpose of
crediting-financing bank clients”. Provided that this amendment is accepted, the regulations are to be changed
for the benefit of Islamic banking.
This particular research, which was created to provide an insight into risk management practiced by BiH banks
(conventional and Islamic) and determine the dependence of their financial performances on the process of
active risk management, was conducted by the survey method and using a questionnaire technique. The
questionnaire included a total of 25 questions and it was delivered to BiH banks via their e-mail addresses. The
survey questionnaire was self-developed and it contained several types of closed-ended questions employed,
including single response, multiple response, ranking response, and five-point scale questions.
The survey was conducted from the end of March to the beginning of July 2012. The banks (apart from BBI and
Raiffeisen Bank BiH) were passive at first, but the problem was overcome through direct communication with
the management staff, making precise details, and pointing to the persons competent for the survey. At the end, a
total of nine banks filled in the questionnaires (eight conventional banks and BBI), which results in response rate
of 36% (9/25).
The results obtained in this research take into consideration the fact that there are certain limitations such as
institutionally limited application of Islamic banking and the comparison between risk management ways of the
only Islamic bank in BiH and the average of eight other conventional banks surveyed.
5. Results and Discussion
The research revealed that all the banks surveyed have their organization units in charge of risk management,
that is, risk identification, risk measurement, selection of methods for risk control, etc. The number of employees
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in risk deppartments variees significantly
y. Thus, somee banks have only
o
two emplo
oyees, while some
s
have as m
many
as 100 empployees in chaarge of risk maanagement activities.
All the bannks identify risks on the bassis of the analyysis of financiaal statements, analysis of past experiencess, and
exchange of informatioon both betweeen certain organization unnits and with
h external parrtners. One off the
important means of riskk identification
n is analysis oof contracts. A number of 62.5%
6
of the respondents
r
aggreed
with this, while
w
37.5% oof the respond
dents do not usse this methodd for risk identtification. Tweenty-five perceent of
the banks stated that theey use intervieew, flow diagrram, and hazaard analysis to
o identify risk,, while 75% oof the
respondents stated that tthey do not use any of thesee methods. Reggarding other means
m
for riskk identificationn, the
respondents mentioned cash flow pro
ojection, internnal ranking off clients, crediit analysis (annalysis of finaancial
statementss), signs of earrly warning, riisk assessmentt, etc. While most
m banks in the
t developedd parts of the w
world
use the com
mbination of aall the means of
o risk identificcation, banks in
i BiH to a sm
mall degree use some types off risk
identificatiion, which cann certainly help
p in the early discovering off risk. This sho
ould be explaiined by insuffiicient
knowledgee of all the methods for risk identification, as well as by a specific resistance to the inntroduction off new
ways of rissk identificatioon.
If the meaans for risk iddentification arre to be compared between conventional and Islamic banks,
b
the situuation
would lookk like the one presented on Figure
F
4. It is evident that thhe Islamic bank
k uses the following methodds for
risk identiification: anallysis of finan
ncial statemennts, flow diaggram, analysiss of contracts, analysis of past
experiencees, and exchannge of informaation both bettween certain organization units
u
and withh external parttners.
The Islam
mic bank does not use otherr methods succh as: questioonnaires, interv
view, and hazzard analysis. It is
important to mention thaat those meanss for risk identtification, whicch are not used
d by Islamic baanks, are to a ssmall
percentagee used by convventional bank
ks (less than 300%) and only recently.
r
Also,, flow diagram
m, regularly useed by
the Islamic bank, is useed by only 14
4.29% of the conventional banks,
b
while analysis of coontracts is useed by
57.14% off the conventioonal banks.

Informaation exchange
0.00%

H
Hazard
analysis

288.57%

Analysis of past
p experience

57.14%

ysis of contract
Analy

14.29%

Flow diagram

0.00%

Interview
Analysis of fin. statements

288.57%

14.29%
0.00%

Q
Questionnaires
0%
%

20%

Conventional banks

40%

60%

80%

100%

Isllamic bank

Figure 4. A comparison off risk identificaation methods in convention
nal and Islamicc banks
ge in the entirre process of risk
r
managem
ment is to speccify all the riskks to
After risk identification, the next stag
b
is exposeed in its busin
ness operationns. All the resppondents stateed that they need
n
to managge, in
which a bank
accordancee to requirem
ments (a.k.a. “d
decisions abouut minimal staandards…”) off the appropriiate entity bannking
agency, crredit risk, liquuidity risk, opeerational risk, market risk, and
a foreign cu
urrency risk. Besides
B
these bbasic
types of riisk, there are aalso the types of risk that B
BiH manage arb
rbitrarily, as th
he source of making
m
added vvalue
(avoiding losses and inccreasing profitt): reputation rrisk, strategic risk, earnings risk, settlement risk, investtment
risk, risk of
o active and ppassive interestt rates, etc. Booth, conventionnal and the Islaamic banks staated the same ttypes
of risk theyy have to mannage. Thus, in this case theree were no diffeerences in answ
wers of these two
t types of baanks.
The basic reason lies in tthe fact that reegulation for coonventional annd Islamic bank
ks is still the same.
However, there are certaain differencess in terms of thhe effect intenssity of certain types of risk inn conventionaal and
Islamic baanks. Figure 5 shows that inttensity of the eemergence of all types of rissk is higher foor the Islamic bbank.
The responndents at the IIslamic bank confirmed “higgh” intensity off the emergencce of the following types off risk:
credit risk,, liquidity riskk, and operation
nal risk, whilee they stated thhat the market risk has a “meedium” intensiity of
the emerggence. In com
mparison to thee Islamic bannk, the convenntional banks have a smalleer intensity of the
emergencee of all risks. The responden
nts rated all thhe risks with “medium” inttensity of the emergence. O
Out of
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other riskss present in ban
anks, the conveentional banks also singled the
t foreign currrency risk, forr which they sstated
that it has a “slow” intennsity of the em
mergence, but w
with the influennce on banks’ business
b
operaations.

Types of risk

Average inteensity of differeent types of risk
1-extremeely small; 5-ex
xtremely high
2.14

Operational

4

2.57

Liquidity

4

3.14

Credit

4

2.57

Market
0

3

1

2

Conventionaal banks

3

4

5

Islamic bank

Figure 5. Intennsity of the em
mergence of specific risk typees in conventio
onal and Islam
mic banks
o risks in bankks in the last thhree years, thee respondents in
i the Islamic bank
Regardingg the trends of certain types of
stated thatt all the risks w
were stable. This
T
means thaat, although a higher intensiity is present for
f all the types of
risk, this bank
b
keeps theem at a specific level and preevents their inncrease. In the conventional banks the situuation
is somewhhat different inn relation to some
s
types off risk. For insttance, 57% off the respondeents stated thaat the
market riskk is stable, whhile 43% stated
d that it is on tthe increase. Regarding
R
the credit
c
risk, the respondents sstated
it to be deccreasing, stable, and increasiing (14%, 57%
%, and 29, respectively), whaat is illustrated on Figure 6.

43%

Types of risk

Operational

29%

Liquidity
Credit

43%

14%

0
Market 0%

57%
57%

Decreasing

14%

43%

29%
29%
43%

Stable

Increasing

Figure 6. Specific
S
risk tyypes’ trends in conventional banks
b
b
business operations, the
t banks in BiH
B still do noot have sufficiently
Regardlesss of its large iinfluence on banks’
developed ways in whichh they would manage
m
risk. A
Although the sppecific method
ds have been mentioned
m
abovve by
which the banks in the ddeveloped worlld manage riskks, BiH banks use
u only somee of them, and not entirely. T
Those
are for exxample: VaR, interest rate gap,
g
sensitivityy, internal rannking, gap of source
s
and invvestment matuurity,
analysis of
o open foreignn currency po
osition, etc. A
All the banks surveyed
s
stateed that they perform
p
activee risk
managemeent, meaning thhat they have the
t entire proccess, starting from
fr
risk identification, over risk measurem
ment,
appropriate reserve creattion, to the selection of speciific methods for
fo risk control, etc. This is very
v
important,, as it
supports thhe statement thhat all banks, including those in BiH as well,
w
have beccome aware off the importancce of
active riskk management.
Seventy-fiive percent of the banks surv
veyed have praacticed active risk
r managem
ment by risk typpes since they were
establishedd, while 25% of the banks started
s
several years after fooundation. Acccording to the opinions of alll the
respondents, the processs of active riisk managemeent of all riskk types actuallly leads to thhe improvemennt of
financial performance
p
aand enables the avoidance oof significant business
b
losses. All the resppondents answ
wered
that most total
t
risks (59%
%) does not hin
nder business operations andd that the bank
ks were able too control these risks
so far. A somewhat loweer percentage of
o total risks (338%) moderately hinders bu
usiness operatioons, while onlyy 3%
of all the risks
r
largely hhinders busineess operations and the bankss have serious problems when managing tthese
risks (Figuure 7).
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3%
Hiinder business a lo
ot
%
38%

59%

M
Moderately
hinder business
b
Do not hinder busin
ness

Figure 7.
7 Overall risk iimpact on BiH
H banks’ business

Types of risk

However, the impact of some types off risk on businness operationss of conventio
onal banks is not
n identical, w
which
can be seeen on Figure 88. The respond
dents in the Isslamic bank sttated that all types
t
of risk do
d not hinder their
business operations
o
at aall. The main reason
r
lies in the fact that Islamic
I
banks use different business
b
princciples
and differeent types of prooducts.

Operational

14.29% 28.557%

57..14%

42.86%
%

577.14%

Liquidity

57.144%

42..86%

Credit

42.86%
%

57..14%

Market
Hind
der business a lot
Mod
derately hinder bu
usiness
Do not
n hinder businesss

Figgure 8. Specifiic risk types’ im
mpact on convventional bank
ks’ business
i
A
As the
Due to thee existence of ddifferent types of risk in bankks, they are forced to use cerrtain hedging instruments.
financial market
m
is undeerdeveloped, the
t banks in B
BiH can use only
o
a small number
n
of succh instruments (see
Figure 9). The banks inn BiH do not use
u futures, sw
waps, and optiions at all. On
n the contraryy, all the bankss use
collateral as
a their basic hedging instru
ument as well as the approppriate reservess for potential losses. Guaranntees
are also siignificantly used as a hedgin
ng instrument (88%). Out of other hedgin
ng instrumentss we can singlee out
insurance, meaning the appropriate in
nsurance policcy and forwardds. When con
nventional and Islamic bankks are
compared,, it can be conncluded that the
t usage of fforwards, futuures, swaps, an
nd other term agreements iss not
allowed inn the Islamic bbank. That is why this bankk has a smalleer possibility to protect itseelf against riskks by
means of appropriate
a
heddging instrumeents.

Options

100%

Sw
waps

100%

Futu
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100%
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Internal contrrols

12%
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nce
Insuran

1
12%

100%
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Figure 9. Hedging innstruments usedd by BiH bank
ks
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After all thhe measures ffor protection against
a
risk arre taken, banks need to see how shall (or how did) the risks
they manaaged in the preevious period influence the entire businesss operations of
o the bank. This
T
is done onn the
basis of ceertain profitabiility indicatorss that need to sshow how the bank
b
performeed business operations in thee past
period andd use it to plann business opeerations for thee future. Figurre 10 shows th
hat BiH mainlly use indicatoors of
interest eaarning assets annd net interestt margin indiccators, which cover
c
21% of all the indicattors used. Theyy are
followed by
b liquidity inddicators (19%)), profitability indicators (18%
%), and indicaators of financiial structure (16%).
Other indicators stated bby the respond
dents, namely ccash flow 1 annd 2 and debtor income assesssment, take 55% of
the total peercentage of ussed indicators..

18%

%
5%

Liq
quidity indicattors

19%

Ind
dicators of inteerest earning assets
a

21%
21%

Ind
dicators of finaancial structure

166%

Neet interest marggin indicators
Pro
ofitability indiicators
So
ome other indiccators

Figure 10. Fin
nancial perform
mance indicatoors used by BiH
H banks
If the usagge of indicatorrs is compared
d for the conveentional and Isslamic banks (F
Figure 11), it can
c be noticedd that
these two types
t
of bankss equally use in
ndicators of innterest earning assets and nett interest margiin indicators, w
while
the Islamicc banks uses liiquidity indicaators, indicatorrs of financial structure, and profitability inndicators moree. On
the other hand,
h
while thee Islamic bank
k does not use cash flow 1 and
a 2 and debto
or income asseessment, as weell as
the other inndicators, 28.557% of the con
nventional bannks use these inndicators.

Some other in
ndicators

288.57%
0.000%
8
85.71%

Profitability in
ndicators
Net interest margin
indicators

71.43%

Indicators of financial
ure
structu
Inddicators of interesst earning
assets

8
85.71%

Liquidity in
ndicators
0%

20%

Conventionaal banks

40%

60%

80%

100%

Islamic
I
bank

Figuure 11. Differeences in financcial performance indicators usage
u
by conveentional and Isslamic banks
The global financial crissis made the survival of manny banks quesstionable. Therrefore, this ressearch, above oother
things, trieed to investigaate whether, and
a to what exxtent, BiH bannks are compeetent to managge risks under such
circumstannces. As it cann be noticed frrom Figure 12, not one respoondent stated that their bankk is incompeteent to
manage anny type of riskk, which is very
y positive andd praiseworthy of BiH bankss. As to certainn types of riskss, the
banks are most preparedd to manage crredit risk (87.55% of the resppondents stated
d that they are well competeent to
manage thhis type of rrisk, while 12
2.5% of the respondents stated
s
that th
hey are moderately compettent).
Seventy-fiive percent of tthe respondentts stated that thhey are well prrepared for maanaging liquidity risk, while 25%
believe to be moderatelyy prepared. Th
his fact is veryy important unnder the condiitions of the recent
r
crisis, w
which
was mainlly caused by innappropriate management
m
of credit risk annd liquidity risk. The results of the surveyy are
identical for
f the markett and operational risks. Fiftty percent of the
t responden
nts believed thheir banks are well
prepared for
f managing these risks, while
w
50% thoought that theiir banks are moderately
m
preepared. The suurvey
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shows thatt the Islamic bbank is well preepared to mannage all types of
o risk, while most
m conventioonal banks are well
prepared for
fo the credit annd liquidity rissks, and moderrately preparedd for the markeet and operatioonal risks.

100%
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60%
40%
20%
0%

50
0.00%
87.500%
50
0.00%

Moderate

50.00%

25.00%

12.500%

Well

50.00%

75.00%

Not well

Typees of risk

Figure 12. Current
C
banks’ capacity to maanage identifieed risks
t be: recessioon, higher pricces of
The responndents stated ppossible causees for the increease in risk levvels in banks to
financing sources,
s
possibble crash of eu
uro, economy iilliquidity, low
wer accessibilitty of capital, deposit
d
withdraawal,
stringent demands
d
by thee banking agen
ncies in F BiH
H and RS, qualiified staff drain
n, etc. Due to the
t fact that baanks’
assets incllude certain ittems with diffferent risk levvels, the respoondents were asked
a
to rank the risk levells by
certain item
ms and their balance sheets. As it is illustraated on Figuree 13, in conven
ntional banks the
t most risky parts
of assets are
a loans for sstudents and pensioners,
p
followed by loaans without gu
uarantors, Masster card revollving
loans, longg-term loans foor fixed assets,, and mortgagee loans. The leeast risky partss of the assets of
o the conventtional
banks are short-term
s
guaarantees, long-term loans forr working capittal, home loan
ns, and long-terrm guarantees..
C
Conventional banks' assets items
i
accordin
ng to the degreee of risk
1- riskiestt part of the asssets
8.4

Shorrt-term guarantees
L
Long-term loans fo
or working capital
Home loans
Long
g-term guarantees
Lombbard term loans fu
ully collateralized
Securitties in bank assets
Short-teerm purpose loans
L
Long-term loans for
f other purposes
Mortgage loans
Long-term loan
ns for fixed assets
Master ccard (Visa electron, Maestro) loans
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w
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Figurre 13. Conventtional banks’ aassets items acccording to the degree of risk
The most risky parts oof the assets of
o the Islamicc bank are moortgage loans,, short-term non
n purpose looans,
securities, and long-term
m guarantees. The
T least riskyy parts of the assets of the Islamic
I
bank are
a home loanss and
long-term all purpose loaans. It is preseented on Figuree 14.
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ng to the degreee of risk
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Figuure 14. The Islaamic bank’s asssets items according to the degree
d
of risk
On the baasis of the surrvey, we havee come to thee data that only 25% of thee respondents believe that legal
(decree-levvel) regulationns of risk man
nagement in F BiH/RS are well adapted to the real coonditions of baanks’
business operations.
o
Fiffty percent of the respondennts claim that the regulation
ns are moderattely adapted, w
while
25% thinkk that they aree poorly adap
pted to the reaal conditions under
u
which banks
b
operate.. According too the
respondents, the regulatiions that need to be better addapted to bankss’ business opeerations are rellated to:
 requests for maturity ccoordination for
f the liquiditty risk, which causes banks to create costss due to short--term
loans;
 standarddization and prrofessional sup
pervision of thee monitoring of
o the operation
nal risk and infformation secuurity;
 updatingg of standards, if the organizeed (regional) m
market of derivvatives develop
ped;
 addition and specificattion of certain sections regarrding the creditt risk managem
ment, etc.
6. Conclussion and Recoommendation
n
The findinngs of the studyy suggested th
hat all the bankks are aware of the necessity
y for active riskk managementt, but
they still do
d not have suufficiently deveeloped methodds to manage all
a the risks. Regarding
R
the difference
d
betw
ween
the conventional banks and the Islaamic bank in BiH, the Islaamic bank is exposed to riisk more thann the
conventionnal banks, duue to both, sp
pecial productts which thiss bank offers to its clientss and the lacck of
harmonizaation of the eexisting legal regulations aand the demaands of the Islamic bankinng. Some heddging
instrumentts are also lesss available an
nd mainly lim
mited for the Islamic
I
bank. Nevertheless,, a special waay of
conductingg business as well as activee risk managem
ment enabled the Islamic bank
b
to constanntly make possitive
financial results and be ccompetitive forr the conventioonal banks.
It should be
b mentioned that all the baanks that have practiced actiive risk manag
gement recentlly, especially ssince
the outbreaak of the globaal financial criisis in 2008, haad better finanncial performan
nce when com
mpared to the period
during whhich they did nnot manage rissks at all, or thhey just did it to some exten
nt. However, specific
s
featurres of
BiH financial market annd the legal an
nd decree-leveel regulations themselves do
o not let the banks
b
fully maanage
risks.
H needs to do iin this domain
n is primarily tto find the wayys in which bu
usiness operations of the Isllamic
What BiH
bank woulld be compliannt to the law, which
w
currentlly allows for the
t implementaation of the Isslamic bankingg to a
small degrree, although iit is flourishin
ng globally. Iff one wants to improve this banking segm
ment as well aas the
very proceess of managinng bank risks in
n BiH, the following things need
n
to be don
ne:
 eliminate significant limitations to
o the implem
mentation and developmentt of Islamic banking, succh as
prejudices, misunderstannding, intoleran
nce, etc.; (Notte 1)
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 develop the financial market further (especially for Islamic banks);
 intensify the implementation of Basel II principle (which is still at the initial stage);
 increase innovativeness and creativity in banks;
 boost transparency of banks towards stakeholders, etc.
As risk management practice is still developing and evolving on the global level, it would be interesting to
conduct further research into each specific risk and examine in more detail the risk management practices of
both, commercial and Islamic banks in BiH.
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